
Cowes Harbour Advisory Committee


Friday 14 September 2018  CHC offices   15.00 – 1700


 


MINUTES 

Present 

John Corby, Chair, Waterside home owners, (JC)

David Riley, Chairman Cowes Harbour Commission, (DR)

Murray Carter, Red Funnel (MC)

Ben Willows, Sailing & training Establishments, (BW)

Daniel Jehan, Cowes Yacht Haven, (DJ)

Alex Minns, Isle of Wight Council, (AM)

Anni Adams, Cowes Town Council, (AA)

Rob Stewart, East Cowes shipyards & wharf operators, (RS)

Mike Dixon, Cowes Clubs & Classes, (MD)

Mark Southwell, RNLI, (MS)

David Foyle, Commercial fishermen & water taxis (DF)

Kate Kirby, Business Associations, (KK)

Martin Nott, West Cowes shipyards & wharf operators, (MN)

Karl Love, East Cowes Town Council (KL)

Peter Jackson, Medina Combined Clubs, (PJ)

Jess Olden, East Cowes Marine, (JO)

Stuart McIntosh, CHC Commissioner and Harbour Master (SM)


Apologies 

Ian Baylis, Commercial vessel operators


To approve the minutes from the last meeting. 

Approved


Matters Arising 

PJ raised a few matters:


Fresh water at Town Quay: SM said he is liaising with IWC, Island Roads and Southern Water to 
arrange the reconnection but it’s complicated because actual ownership, and hence liability, is 
uncertain.  It’s probably Southern Water.


Unallocated mooring buoys being marked:   SM said he is still looking into this but the only place 
suitable is probably the main harbour but the majority of these moorings are day-class moorings 
so there are size implications about the vessels which would be put on these moorings, regarding 
turning circles and potential damage.


Training pontoon is now back but without signage to say it’s a Training Pontoon yet.




CHC to investigate use of kill-cords on RIBs.   SM said that the board had discussed this but that 
making it a General Direction wouldn’t be appropriate.  They would continue to recommend, 
encourage and educate people to use them.  JC reminded everyone that at the last CHAC 
meeting it was suggested that signs be erected on the RIB pontoon to remind people to use 
them but that there are plenty of times when kill cords aren’t practical.   BW pointed out that it is 
an RYA rule if you are operating under RYA recognition but not if you are simply using your own 
boat.   PJ said that Lymington makes good use of kill-cord signs.   MS confirmed that the RNLI 
obviously fully support the wearing of them.


Dredging: SM confirmed that there had been a further dredging stakeholder meeting to discuss a 
sustainable dredging plan which potentially would include water injection dredging techniques 
and maybe taking it to a trial stage.  It was also discussed if CHC should act as the facilitator 
regarding tendering, surveying and MMO consent.


Outer Harbour Project 

DR hoped that everyone had read SMs paper on the current situation.  CHC had said at the 
public meeting in May that they had hoped to have it all settled by the end of the summer, and 
they are definitely getting there but he is disappointed to report that no action has really been 
taken by the developer or by Homes England who have allowed planning permission to lapse. 
CHC are looking to consult with CHAC and IWC about dredging the Eastern Channel in any event 
this Winter.


SM pointed out that this dredging is part of the Framework Agreement with Boscalis Westminster 
which CHC has already managed to extend by a year but that it runs out in February 2019. PJ 
told how about fourteen years ago CHC had the long term aim of providing a truly sheltered 
harbour rather than an open road state, which meant a breakwater to provide shelter not just for 
the boats on moorings but also for the shoreline and pontoons which can get severely battered in 
a northerly.  Then we had the addition of the Small Boat Channel, for safety reasons, to reduce 
the traffic through the main harbour entrance which is obviously narrower because of the 
breakwater.   This small craft channel is now widely used but is not a dredged channel and not 
usable at all states of the tide. PJ therefore concluded that investment into a dredged all tide 
Eastern Channel was needed on safety grounds.JC then summed up that what CHC was asking 
the stakeholders, via CHAC, was how they felt about CHC paying for the dredging rather than the 
developer paying for it as per the original plan.due to the continuing delay and uncertainty of the 
proposed marina development. J.C also highlighted the potential risk that if CHC funded the 
dredge of up to £700K they may not get the money back if the development does not proceed.   
So discussion isn’t about justifying the breakwater, it’s about whether CHC should spend 
probably more than a whole years net surplus on dredging the Eastern Channel. JC then asked 
for confirmation as to why we needed the Eastern Channel.


SM replied that risk assessments have been carried out and there isn’t an overriding necessity to 
do it within the next year but that it is getting fairly marginal and the Commissioners are aware 
that they made a commitment to deliver the whole plan. The Cowes Breakwater does take up 
some of the access in and out, and the small craft channel isn’t an all-tide channel for a lot of 
craft and therefore he and CHC would recommend that they should be putting in that extra 
‘marine highway’ to the harbour to improve access and safety.


RS pointed out that once CHC had paid out the, say, £700K there was no contractual obligation 
for Victoria Quays to contribute at all so if they come back and build their marina at a later date 
they would be getting the benefit of the harbour investment.


SM confirmed that there is that risk but there are safeguards to CHC through their contract with 
Boskalis Westminster and the wave performance warranties within that agreement..




RS said that he understood that the marina development will have to go through a full planning 
application again and significantly the amount of people employed on the site has changed a 
great deal (ie gone up) so the considerations have changed.


MN asked about the timing of the contract with Boskalis and SM confirmed that it is effectively 
an option with a fixed price for the dredging but this will expire. SM also mentioned that because 
the Shrape extension plan had changed this was no longer a fixed priced option in the Boskalis 
agreement so would be subject to tender.


JC suggested a half-way plan where CHC dredged to half the required depth and then the 
developer dredges it to full depth when they do eventually build the marina.


KL was worried that when the marina is dredged, that silt would simply fill in the recently dredged 
Eastern Channel.


JC warned SM about the grief he would get locally if CHC spent all that money on dredging only 
to have the channel clogged up again with silt from the marina dredging. SM commented, that 
the capital dredge from the marina should not be too much of an issue, because of the significant 
tidal flow and the eastern Channel should be almost be self-scouring.   He then said that he does 
get quite a lot of comment about the Eastern Channel not being deep enough and people asking 
him when is CHC going to deliver what CHC said they were going to deliver.


SM said that it is ultimately CHC’s decision but the constitution requires that CHC consult the 
stakeholders before making their final decision. JC asked if CHAC was expected to vote on it and 
come up with a definitive yes or no.  DR said that the decision and responsibility rests with the 
Commissioners. JC then said they would give views rather than vote.   PJ then asked what CHC 
would do with the money if they didn’t spend it on dredging, and were there other harbour 
improvements they could offer with that money. SM said CHC had already made a lot of 
stakeholder investments and are now, for example, looking at how they can improve Kingston 
Marine Services and invest in marine services that will also produce an income return. PJ said he 
didn’t want to see the money being spent if it wasn’t essential and if the reason was purely to 
draw a line under the Outer Harbour Project.


MN asked what was the worst that could happen if it didn’t go ahead. SM replied that the 
Framework Agreement expires in February next year and Boskalis may not agree to extend it for 
a further year. So if CHC doesn’t place a contract this winter they would have to re-tender it and 
potentially lose some of the warranties which could frustrate the HE project.


CP added that because of the potential grounding in the Eastern Channel some boats were now 
using the main fairway and increasing crowding in it. The Eastern Channel is also too shallow for 
the majority of Black Group boats racing in Cowes Week which causes congestion and a 
heightened safety risk.


DR then made some points about the availability of funds. He said they have a number of 
projects on the go at the moment which includes looking at Kingston and the aggregates wharf, 
improving Trinity Landing and other waterside areas and he didn’t see that they would be 
restricted in these projects by spending £700k on the dredging. CHC is financially quite healthy, 
they can do it from their own cash, they have borrowing facilities substantially in excess of what 
they need right now, so from a purely financial point of view doing the dredging wouldn’t restrict 
them from doing their other projects.


KL stressed that to lose the existing fixed price would result in inevitably a much higher price 
later.   He also reiterated the point that there is no guarantee the marina development would get 
planning permission second time around.


DR confirmed that CHC makes a surplus of about £500k after tax each year and JC suggested 
that paying for the dredging might not be that painful.




CP made the point that a lesser dredge, or ‘scrape’, wouldn’t be a proportionally lower cost 
because of all the set-up costs so wouldn’t be good value and you might as well do the whole 
thing properly.


BW said he was sure the channel had to happen at some point and there was a good opportunity 
to do it now.


MS asked if this dredging was purely the Eastern Channel or included the main fairway margins, 
SM replied that at the moment it was just the Eastern Channel.


MC asked about the developer and SM said that they had a meeting recently where the main 
investor indicated his commitment to the project but they hadn’t done much detailed work 
towards the delivery of the marina. SM said there were still six or seven points in the draft 
Harbour Infrastructure Funding Agreement  (HIFA) which CHC thought were significant, yet the 
developer wasn’t prepared to discuss or negotiate on these outstanding points.


DR explained the the proposed agreement with the developer provided for the developer to 
provide funds to CHC for both the dredge of the Eastern Channel and the design and build of the 
Shrape extension.  However these funds could be clawed back in certain circumstances.  At 
present those circumstances are unacceptable to CHC.  In particular the time allowed for design 
and completion of the Shrape extension was considered unacceptable.  He considered that the 
fault for many of the delays to date rested with either HE or VQEL.


PJ asked if there was going to be a statement which could be channeled down to the 
stakeholders; SM said the Commissioner Working Groups paper was in the public domain. and 
should be used if required.


JC then surmised that it was now at the stage where if anyone had objections they had to raise 
them there and then.  MN said that there might be a lot of criticism from the public if CHC didn’t 
use the current price opportunity and ended up paying far more in the future.  JC then pointed 
out that DR was comfortable with spending the money and that there wasn’t objection from the 
Committee to it and that maybe the best way to finish the discussion was to say that CHAC 
‘broadly’ supported the expenditure.


Harbour Safety 

PJ raised a couple of points:  firstly could there please be a speed limit sign on the Shrape 
Beacon for people coming up from Portsmouth direction, and secondly the state of the public 
slipway at East Cowes owned by IWC, it being one of only two public slipways on that side of the 
river, the other being at the Folly.  Over the years it has become increasingly dangerous to use 
and two meetings ago RF announced they were no longer considering investing in improvements 
in slipways on East Cowes Esplanade.   PJ went on to say that following the meeting in May he 
had given a lot of thought to a formal risk assessment which he had circulated, the conclusion 
being that although the slipway could still be used with some degree of risk by power craft, it is 
no longer fit for purpose by non-powered craft.  JC asked if this was to do with its condition or 
location.   PJ replied that it’s the location, the tidal rates and its position under the bows of 
increasing numbers of large ferries.  Then because people don’t like using this slipway there are 
increasing numbers of things like jet-skis being launched at the Folly and coming down the river, 
and until there is a usable slipway on the Esplanade, that part of the Town is not going to move 
forward.


JC then updated Murray Carter about how two meetings ago everyone had been astonished 
when Mark Slawson had revealed that the expected new slipway on the Esplanade was no longer 
going to go ahead.  MC replied that the rejection of the original planning and the subsequent 
appeal had left RF nearly £2 million worse off and that the planning permission doesn’t actually 



insist on them building a new slipway.  MC agreed that the slipway isn’t in the right location and 
that there are long term benefits from “stopping it up” and moving it, and that may still happen in 
the future.


JC asked if there is anything that could be done to the existing slipway to improve it with some 
smaller expenditure; MC replied that it is structurally sound and that the location is the issue.  PJ 
suggested a traffic light system to improve access and also discussing with the IWC about 
raising money to restore one of the old existing slipways on the Esplanade.  MC said that RF 
would be more than happy to join a working group to find a solution.


KL raised the concerns from the public point of view and how they thought a new slipway had 
been promised and that EC Sailing Club had a new dinghy park on the sea front,because they 
were promised certain things that would be happening along the Esplanade and were relying on 
the RF 106 money to open up at least one of those slipways. He also thought,that the existing 
slipway should be “stopped up” for safety reasons and that it wasn’t the communities fault RF 
were £2 million down. MC replied that RF had never promised to relocate the slipway and agreed 
that it wasn’t safe but said it wasn’t RFs responsibility to solve the problem.


AM said the IWC has about 150 slipways across the Island, many of which are unused and not fit 
for purpose. The only money available is a small budget for cleaning. There is no budget for 
repair and maintenance so it would be a capital bid competing against all the others which IWC 
receives. Slipways aren’t statutory requirements so are unlikely to be funded


SM suggested getting a small group together from the interested parties, eg RF, IWC, ECTC, 
CHC to consider the options.  PJ supported this idea and hoped that the IWC accepted his Risk 
Assessment.  SM said that CHC had been involved in slipways in the past and that a slipway is a 
public right of way and that there was a formal legal process called Stopping Up to close it that 
involved public consultation


MC then asked who, following this meeting, was liable should somebody have an accident on the 
slipway tomorrow.  AM replied that IWC had no choice but to accept that risk. They can 
recommend people not to use it but they can’t stop people from using it.


DF said that he didn’t want the Folly to be the only slipway left because it was hard enough to 
park there already.


CP reiterated the matter of risk and that AM, representing IWC, had to be happy with what was 
being said at the meeting.  BW suggested that CHAC strongly advise that following PJs Risk 
Assessment, IWC re-risk assess their slipway in conjunction with CHC who are ultimately 
responsible for safety in the river.


JC finished this agenda item by reminding everyone that they had established that IWC is 
ultimately responsible for the slipway.


Stakeholder Revue 

CP explained that he had produced  a  stakeholder relationship review paper as part of the 
standard Commissioner portfolio review’swhich are done on a regular basis and had submitted it 
to the Commissioners who had asked CHAC’s comments on the paper After JC/CPcirculation to 
all members of CHAC, they had received hardly any comments back apart from PJ.   An average 
of around 150 people, maximum 200, look at the CHAC minutes on the web site.


Other recommendations were whether a short version of the minutes should be drawn up, 
something which had been tried in the past but dropped.  JC said that writing a short version of 
the minutes is hard, you either do it properly or not at all.  SM suggested that maybe the CHC 
newsletter included a summary of what CHAC had discussed at their last meeting. The next 



recommendation was that different Commissioners should attend CHAC meetings, and finally 
that the CHAC Chairman should make a brief presentation at the CHC AGM. The CHAC 
members supported these suggestions.


Taxis 

DF said that generally it had gone very well this season.  Maybe a little confusion at times with 
zoning, which included the drivers as well, with some people not realising they had been 
undercharged for previous trips.


KL thanked the taxis for operating ‘above and beyond’ at times when the floating bridge had 
been out of service, and this had been very appreciated by people in East Cowes.


Floating Bridge 

AM said that the two big issues are still noise and chain depth.  There is now a piece of 
composite material on the West Cowes slipway which has reduced the noise and will soon be 
extended up the slipway and added to the East Cowes side as well if successful. Also, Wight 
Shipyard are designing a rubber shoe to go over the end of the prows which are due to be 
installed on the 19th September.  Both of these measures are considered to be temporary while 
Wight Shipyard and Mainstay come up with further design solutions.  


With regard to the chain depth IWC are continuing to do surveys, and there is now a workboat in 
place to help get the ferry onto the slipway, level, on a fast going spring ebb tide.


At the moment the boat is running reasonably successfully.


DF made the point that the new ferry is bigger and heavier than the old one but still running on 
the old chains and questioned why the chains weren’t replaced with heavier ones which would 
sink.


PJ thought that a major factor of recent collisions was boats attempting to cross the ferry while it 
was under way.  SM said this had always been an issue.  AM mentioned that a yacht had collided 
with the Sandbanks ferry at Poole.  He also said that he had been talking to SM about a traffic 
light system.


SM then showed a recent CCTV video clip of a north bound yacht colliding with the floating 
bridge chain as it was on route from West to East in a fairly strong ebb tide, which resulted from 
mis judgements by the skipper of the yacht. 


MN questioned the existing sign to keep clear by only 10m.  SM said he was aiming for a 25m 
wide clearance channel over the chains at all stage of the tide.   PJ said that as the ferry only 
takes between one and a half to two minutes to travel so vessels should wait until it has stopped 
moving.


SM said he was still waiting for any further design changes to the ferry before implementing 
additional control measures.


JC asked if the traffic lights would be on the ferry or on land.  SM replied that this was still being 
discussed.  CP thought that traffic lights would be a sledge hammer to crack a nut and that the 
video had shown poor seamanship.


KK pointed out that in the past both the onus was on both sides with the ferry and passing boats 
watching each other, but now passing boats must give way to the ferry.  SM confirmed that all the 
ferry operators now have to have a CHC license and although they have right of way, if there is an 



incident, nothing will resolve them of responsibility if they simply proceeded without assessing 
the situation before deciding to start their transit.


PJ pointed put that in theory there is a laid down time difference of ten seconds between 
switching on the amber lights and it actually moving, however he believes this is neglected if it all 
looks clear.  DF thought that the delay was automatically built in but hadn’t been working 
recently.


KL said he had total confidence in Wight Shipyard to fix the design problems, if it is at all fixable 
but that IWC should have engaged people like them to sort it out ages ago.  He then said it was 
more than just a ferry, it was about the whole local economy and how the town is projected on 
the World stage.  After seventeen months he felt it was time to stop putting sticking plasters on it 
and either fix it properly or replace it.  JC made the point that CHAC weren’t the people to fix it 
but that the ultimate way to fix it was to replace it.


Medina Yard 

JC said not much to report other than RS was moving his business, Aluminium Marine Craft 
(AMC) into there with a three year lease, so there wouldn’t be bulldozers going in just yet.


MN said that one of the side effects of AMC into Medina Yard is that there is now a massive 
shortage of undercover yacht facilities and JC agreed this is becoming a major issue for local 
tradesmen and asked AM to take note that Cowes can’t lose any more sheds for putting boats in 
because there aren’t enough as it is.


KL said there is no doubt that Kingston Marine Park is simply sitting there with nothing going on 
so he is now pushing IWC to progress with it.


JC then said that Samuel Whites should be full of boats too but the reason it isn’t is because Mr 
Peter Harrison won’t let it be used, so he can claim it isn’t needed for marine industry and he 
should be allowed to rebuild it into residential.


SM reiterated that the current CHC’s view is that the four large industrial sites, being Venture 
Quays, Samuel Whites, IWC Kingston Marine Park and Kingston Wharf are all interconnected and 
IWC need to work with CHC and all the stakeholders to find the long term sustainable solution.


JC then mentioned the IWC Regeneration Strategy and that he had been to two of their local 
meetings but that the IWC Regeneration team still insist on splitting West Cowes into one group 
and East Cowes into another, when in fact they should be considering both at the same time.  
Despite stressing on numerous occasions, Chris Ashman refuses to acknowledge the necessity 
to do this.


KL agreed and added that Newport Harbour needed to be added to the combined strategy as 
well.   SM reminded everyone that the IWC Regeneration Strategy consultation ends in October.


Red Funnel East Cowes 

MC passed some drawing plans around to illustrate.  DJ declared a conflict of interest as his 
wife’s company logo was on the plans.   


The interim scheme increased the car capacity from 220 to 290 and has now been delivered on 
time and on budget.The main scheme	 will raised it to 415, which involves demolishing all of the 
Dover Rd properties.  RF had managed to purchase some of them but not all of them so they had 
varied the plan to leave the Chinese takeaway and the next two houses.  The demolition contract 
has gone out to tender and should start in December or January with the Redux building.   
Summer of 2020 is the target for completion of everything, including the new terminal building.   



Traffic going to Southampton will now turn right at Waitrose to access the new marshalling yard 
which will be able to hold two ships worth of traffic. Discharging traffic will now snake around the 
marshalling yard to provide a longer queuing space between the linkspan and the highway. There 
is an outline planning application for Phoenix Yard, Trinity Yard & Trinity Wharf which includes 
either up to one hundred and ten houses or a sixty bedroom hotel with less houses.  RF may sell 
to a developer or engage in a joint venture, but MC felt probably the latter.


JC said that Mark Slawson had always guaranteed that Trinity Wharf would continue to be 
available for large vessels because of its deep water, and that included being able to get a 40ft 
container nearby, which would be required by visiting maxi yachts for example.  MC confirmed 
this.


MC then updated everyone about the RF plans in Southampton and KL raised the issue of the 
proposed new congestion charge in Southampton and how it would impact RF and therefore 
East Cowes and that he would be supporting RF in objecting to it.  MC said they transport about 
850,000 vehicles per year and that 100 HGVs would be affected every day and about 25 coaches 
per week.  MC pointed out that the vehicles would go to Portsmouth or Lymington instead so the 
congestion charge would simply be redistributing the emissions rather than reducing them.


AOB 

JC said that it was possible to get locked into Shepards Wharf, SM said he would investigate.


MN asked if an analysis had ever been done as to the value visiting sailors bring to the Town.   
SM said that about fifteen years ago a study was done but agreed maybe it was time to update.


AM said that the Newport Harbour Revision Order is progressing with the MMO. There had been 
fifteen objections but the MMO hadn’t decided yet if these were valid objections.


KL said that East Cowes 2019 would be a big event and that they would be exploiting Cowes 
Week in the future and they are starting to do some work on the Esplanade.


PJ said the Old Gaffers 55 had been a big success and they wanted to come back.


Date for next meeting 

18th January.


John Corby, Chairman.


